
 

U.S. approves huge wind farm in Wyoming

October 22 2012, by Russell Mclendon

A proposed wind farm in southern Wyoming soon may become the
largest of its kind anywhere in North America, according to U.S. Interior
Secretary Ken Salazar, who authorized the project Oct. 9 during a visit
to Cheyenne, Wyo.

The Chokecherry and Sierra Madre Wind Energy Project would include
up to 1,000 wind turbines that could generate an estimated 3,000
megawatts, or enough to power nearly 1 million homes, Salazar told a
crowd at Laramie County Community College in Cheyenne. Salazar's
approval is needed because most of the 220,000-acre project is on
federal land - and, combined with previously approved projects, it also
fulfills a promise President Barack Obama made in this year's State of
the Union speech.

"Wyoming has some of the best wind energy resources in the world, and
there's no doubt that this project has the potential to be a landmark
example for the nation," Salazar said. "President Obama challenged us in
his State of the Union address to authorize 10,000 megawatts of
renewable energy on our public lands by the end of the year - enough to
meet the needs of more than 3 million homes - and today we are making
good on that promise."

The wind farm is expected to create 1,000 temporary construction jobs,
according to estimates from the Bureau of Land Management, as well as
114 permanent jobs in operations and maintenance. It will generate $300
million in property-tax revenue for Carbon County, located to the west
of Cheyenne, over its first 20 years, the BLM adds, as well as $232
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million from sales taxes and $150 million from a state wind-electricity
tax.

The Oct. 9 approval is just the beginning, though, since the project still
must pass a series of environmental reviews. The OK from Salazar
authorizes the BLM to proceed with site-specific reviews for the Sierra
Madre Wind Farm, the Chokecherry Wind Farm, an internal haul road
linking the two sites, a 230-kilovolt transmission line, a rail distribution
facility and substations to feed the electrical grid. More environmental
reviews also will be needed for specific turbine layout, the BLM noted.

Roadwork and other preliminary construction could begin next year,
developers told the Associated Press, followed by installation of some
wind turbines in 2014. Rather than installing all 1,000 turbines at once,
the project likely will unfold with 300 to 400 new turbines per year,
according to Power Company of Wyoming CEO Bill Miller. "We can
accelerate that to some degree, or we could slow it up to some degree,
depending on what the requirements are at any given point," he told the
AP.

While the wind farm could boost the local economy and curb demand
for fossil fuels, it has ruffled some feathers among conservationists.
Poorly designed or sited wind turbines can kill birds and bats, and in a
joint statement released Oct. 10, the American Bird Conservancy and
the Biodiversity Conservation Alliance argued this project will threaten
golden eagles. "This project should be sited elsewhere, such as the High
Plains to the east of the Laramie Range," said BCA biologist Erik
Molvar, "where it would have had minimal impacts on rare and sensitive
wildlife."

But Dan Ashe, director of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, insisted
his agency is working with the BLM to consider wildlife safety. "Wind
energy is important for our nation's economic health and security, as well
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as the health of our environment," Ashe said in a statement. "We're
working to evaluate these projects at a landscape-level, ensuring that
species' needs are met along with renewable energy production goals."

  More information: The Chokecherry and Sierra Madre Wind Energy
Project: www.blm.gov/wo/st/en/info/news … r/NR-10-09-2012.html 

For more information about the project, check out this fact sheet from
the BLM: www.blm.gov/pgdata/etc/mediali … p/CCSM-Factsheet.pdf
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